Econ 121b. Intermediate Microeconomics

**Day / time:** M/W 1:00 - 2:15 pm  
**Course Type:** Undergraduate  
**Course term:** Spring  
**Year:** 2017  
**Instructor(s):** Evangelia Chalioti  
**Location:** LC 102

Core Course

The theory of resource allocation and its applications. Topics include the theory of choice, consumer and firm behavior, production, price determination in different market structures, welfare, and market failure.

After introductory microeconomics and completion of the mathematics requirement for the major or its equivalent. Elementary techniques from multivariate calculus are introduced and applied, but prior knowledge is not assumed. May not be taken after Econ 125.

**Undergrad Course Category:** Core Microtheory  
**Prerequisite List:** Only intro micro as prerequisite

**Source URL:** [https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-121b-intermediate-microeconomics](https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-121b-intermediate-microeconomics)